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About This Game

Archery Practice VR is a target shooting VR simulation. Improve your hit accuracy and rate of completion to score
achievements and become a master archer!

Five different target types, three arrow types and five targeting locations make for a mix of difficulties.
The game can actually be quite an isometric workout!
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Title: Archery Practice VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Publisher:
Virtual Rage Studios LLC
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 or equivalent 4gb ddr5

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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i bought the game and the resolution showes only the top corner of the screen the farthest i can see is the encyclopedia option .
can you please fix this because i really want to play but if you cant fix i would like my money back at least.

works now great game but pretty hard. What could I say? It is very good.. TL;DR: Don't buy it. If you want to buy this game,
wait for it to go on sale, but I recommend you find another game to play.

Whilst Jelly Killer can entice for its price, upon playing this game, I recommend you don't buy this game unless it goes on sale
(that is if you're considering buying this game). For those who are on the fence, go find another game to play, because this game
probably isn't for you.

This game doesn't have any replayability, unless you want to play the same levels over again, which isn't that fun, because there
is only one 'right' way to finish a level. There isn't much diversity in the game, with only a few characters you can possess. Many
of the levels basically have the same concept and doesn't requre much skill to beat it.

Why have I bought this, you may ask? I received a 90% off coupon for this game and will craft a badge since I bought it for so
cheap.. This game is so badly optimized that there isnt lag its just slow and its locked at what seems to be 30fps and below.The
game it self is all cosmetic dlc basically so theres that. on top of everything i regret the 0.4 hrs i put into this game. This is the
most broken game ive ever played hide and seek doesnt work and the graphic lag and it really doesn't show you how to play the
game. Also with the price for the game is a rip off they could have at least made it enjoyable not 50 million jumpscares and
thats it

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME IT'S SOOOOOOOOO BROKEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Old school top down shooter at it's best. There
are upgrades and different ships to choose from. The gameplay is very fun and varied enough that I never got bored. It was a bit
buggy, but mainly just the cutscenes. The art style on both the game and the cutscenes is great and the voice acting was
surprisingly good. The main downside is I don't see a lot of replayability, but I had a lot of fun going through the campaign.
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Developers are great, had a problem where the game wouldn't start but they released an update which fixed it in a reasonable
time. Thanks. http://steamcommunity.com/app/42500/discussions/0/405690850598851768/

First impressions;
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ok, so this is a pure arcade dogfighting game through and through.
No story mode as far as I can tell; only 'arena style' deathmatch dogfighting variations, includes a number of singleplayer
tournaments.
You earn medals based on your performance.

It's quite good if that is what you are looking for though.
Pickup 'powerups', new weapons, health packs, shields, disrupters, etc.
Can use buttons with preset manoeuvres if you like; loop, barrel roll, 180 degree turn, etc. (sorry not the correct terminology)

I would say would be really fun in multiplayer with 'like-minded' friends.
Game does have bots, but they can be tough, especially if 5 vs 1 (lone wolf mode) etc.

Took me quite a while to get my control sensitivities to how I like them as there are 4x sliders in reference to this. But putting
the time into setting those paid off.
Also, this game has an excellent tutorial.

Recommended if this is what you are looking for.. Awesome mix of Visual Novel and RPG. Hilarious dialog and characters.
Definitely worth a play!. Absolutely great, Very early access but has no major bugs, Nice Graphics, 10/10.. You get a great
sense of being at each of the featured locations along with some useful information. Although fairly short it's well done and for
the price I would highly recommend to those interested in space exploration. I look forward to any future additions.
. World is not fair. DO. NOT. BUY. THIS. GAME....

srsly... *EDIT* This review was a joke, it was a segment at the end of my video of this game. However my point still stands, the
game is painfully slow, sluggish controls and lacks quality content. It's way overpriced and doesn't run the greatest for the basic
graphics so it needs optimization as well as bug tweaks such as random control bugs. One issue is your player will randomly start
drifting off the one direction while you are going straight forward as well as you often get caught up on random invisible
edges\/walls. There are so many better games for much cheaper such as Wick, Emily Wants To Play, Boogeyman, Welcome To
The Game, Judas and many more.

To the dev, your smirk remark pointed out your desperation for a legit review of your game so here it is. Since this is what you
wanted, I assume you will not delete flag this review to try and make your game look justified for the price.. UPDATE
Apparently the Dev is now "working on another project" so this buggy mess stays exactly as it is - a buggy mess. It is not worth
buying and i suggest you keep clear.

The concept is great, exceptional even, but the controls and UI system are atrocious.. UPDATE:They came and fixed the issue
with the cars being missing with another patch, and as I stated, am coming back to change my review. Yay to actually being able
to use the cars I was supposed to be able to use in the first place!

OLD POST:
Just lost all my cars that came from owning the Season Pass with the last server maintainance. I will change this once they fix
the issue and get me my cars back.. The sequel to Beach Bounce, it involves a beauty pageant being held at the resort as there
seems to have developed a funding issue. You can romance (or in some cases, just have fun) with a myriad of girls. "Happily
Ever After" is relative on some of them, though.
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